1. Whammock!  
climb, swing and crawl

2. tikitiko  
sensory space for toddlers

3. Nature Matching System  
look for your favorite foods

4. The Rain House  
listen to the rain

5. The Wonder Sound  
climb, crawl and discover

6. The Wonder Sound Garden  
relax and heal in the garden space

7. Missing Link  
walk, run, bounce, jump or roll

8. Chalk Wall  
draw with chalk

9. Brian and the Bugs  
look at bugs and the wildflower

10. Cash Machine  
watch donations soar

11. SMILE  
cross a colorful bridge

12. Wobbleland  
for children ages 4 and under

13. Innovators LAB  
temporarily closed

14. Paint and Clay Patio  
create and get your hands messy

15. Island Drivin’  
drive around our mini city

16. Apex Chariots  
temporarily closed

17. Water Painting  
make a beautiful painting

18. Play Cubes  
explore, climb and play

19. Bubbles  
pop bubbles in the park

20. Muslin Maze  
temporarily closed

21. Chalk Wall  
draw with chalk

22. Tree for Littles  
activities for toddlers

23. El Más Allá  
coming soon

24. Sketch Aquarium  
temporarily closed